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Guilin Visit - Part 1: Li River Trip

My wife, Gail, and I were tourists visiting Guilin in mid-September 2004, along with several other people. We
did a mid-morning trip on the Li River from Guilin to Yangshuo, returning by bus. In the afternoon we visited a
beautiful cave near Guilin. In the evening we watched a fishing demonstration using trained cormorant birds. I
will show small versions of the photos I took (on 35 mm slide film, scanned at 600 dpi), with supplements of a
few photos taken by other Americans in our group.

On the Li River trip I usually took scenery photos. There are a few of the geologic rock formation closeups,
some of animals, some of villages. These are sequential, with frame numbers in the order taken during the long
boat journey.
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End of Ed’s photos of Li River trip.

3 photos by Brenda next:

2 photos of my wife, Gail, on her
camera.

Next are photos by Jim Gu.
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 Next are selected photos by Marcus
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Photos by Takemoto next:



0061 0062 0071 of Punkin, our tour group leader

That should give an idea of what a group of Americans found interesting on this river trip. Some closeup photos
of individual people with only minor backgrounds were omitted.

Assembled by Ed Holroyd


